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Subscription School Giveaway Sales Copy Template 
 

FREE ____________________ (1.0 – Main Headline) 

XYZ Grand Opening Special (2.0 - Justification) 
 

[IMAGE] (3.0 – Product Image) [Checkout Form] (4.0 – Checkout Form] 

FREE _________________ 
(1.1 Secondary Headline) 

XYZ Grand Opening Special 
(2.1 - Justification) 

 

For a limited time only get this XYZ FREE as 

part of ______________. This unique widget 

is not available in stores! It’s perfect for 

solving the one big problem you have! (5.0 

Paragraph 1 – Big Benefit) 

 

It’s perfectly round while being perfectly 

square at the same time. It measures AxBxC 

and is made of Z amazing material. It can be 

used for this, that, and the other thing. And 

it’s guaranteed to make you happy with these 

benefits. (6.0 Paragraph 2  – Description 

Features + Benefits) 

 

The amazing widget is available FREE as part 

of our reason for having a sale. Just cover 

shipping & handling. But don’t wait! We’ve 

got very limited inventory available. Enter 

your name and email to reserve yours now!  

(7.0 Paragraph 3 – Scarcity + Call To 

Action) 

 

Features (8.0 – Features)  

- Feature + Benefit  
- Feature + Benefit 
- Feature + Benefit 
- Feature + Benefit 

 

 

[Customer Testimonial & Image]  

(Social Proof – 9.0) 

 

 

 

 

[Customer Testimonial & Image] 

(Social Proof – 9.0) 

 

 

 

 

[Customer Testimonial & Image] 

(Social Proof – 9.0) 

 

 

[CLICK HERE TO ORDER NOW] – (CTA 10.0) 

 

Please allow extra delivery time due to global shipping delays. (Risk Reversal 11.0) 

Your order is guaranteed to arrive or your money back! 
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Section Explanations 
 

Click Here To See Example 

1.0 Main Headline 
The purpose of the main headline is to grab someone’s attention. The easiest way to do that is 

with the “FREE” in front of whatever it is you’re giving away. Keep it short & punchy. Ex: 

FREE Dog Collar 

 

2.0 Justification 
People are always suspicious of a free lunch. Tell them why you’re giving the item away to 

answer the question they’re asking: “What’s the catch?” It can be any reason. But you have to 

have some justification for giving something away.  

 

3.0 Product Image 
A clear image or video free of watermarks that displays the features and benefits of the product.  

 

4.0 Checkout Form 
A two-step checkout form encourages visitors to enter their name, email and mailing details in 

order to find out shipping costs. It’s for that reason that these forms get a 40-50% opt-in rate.  

 

1.1 Secondary Headline 
The same headline as above, just repeated and in a smaller font above the main paragraphs.  

 

2.1 Justification 
The same headline as above, just repeated and in a smaller font above the main paragraphs.  

 

5.0 Paragraph 1  
The main purpose of this paragraph is to shine a big spotlight on the giveaways primary benefit. 

What is the reason they’re buying the product? How does it help enhance that passion or solve 

their problem? Grab their attention.  

 

6.0 Paragraph 2  
Paragraph 2 builds on Paragraph 1 by highlighting more features and benefits. Talk about the 

size, colour, shape, durability, etc. Explain how easy it is to use or how it’s going to benefit them 

on a daily basis. Get them to imagine using the product.  

 

7.0 Paragraph 3 
Paragraph 3 focuses entirely on scarcity and a call to action. Tell them why they need to order 

this right now. It’s not available in stores. There is limited quantity. The sale is only on until X. 

It’s a Y month special. After you’ve told them why they have to act now, tell them exactly what 

to do. “Click the big red order button now to reserve yours”. Always have your call to action as 

the last sentence in the paragraph.  

http://adamnolan.s3.amazonaws.com/Subscription%20School/Templates/Tripwire%20Offer.pdf
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8.0 Bullet Points 
Your bullet points will summarize the features and benefits mentioned in the paragraphs. They’re 

designed to grab the attention of people that do not want to read entire paragraphs.  

 

9.0 Customer Testimonials 
These are used as social proof to increase buyer confidence and conversion rates. Until you have 

your own testimonials, temporarily use ones left in AliExpress for the product you’re giving 

away.  

 

10.0 CTA 
Having the big call to action button at the bottom of the page makes it easier for people to jump 

back up to the checkout form at the top and place their order.  

 

11.0 Risk Reversal 
Customers are often concerned about shipping. By explaining possible shipping delays and 

offering a money back guarantee you alleviate customers concerns. The more risk you can take 

off your customer the more likely they are to purchase.  

 

Example 

 
FREE Chew Buddy Interactive Dog Toy 
Keep your dog busy with the Chew Buddy interactive super ball. FREE as part of the XYZ Store 
grand opening special! This 2-in-1 chew toy helps fight boredom, keeps your dogs teeth clean, 
and provides hours of entertainment!  
 
The Chew Buddy is made from extra-tough, bite resistant, non-toxic rubber. Just poke your little 
pal's favorite treats in between the built-in teeth and get ready for fun!  Use it to play fetch or 
fill it with treats for independent play. Great for mental stimulation, as teething relief for little 
pups or as a reliable chewable companion. The Chew Buddy can easily entertain your dog for 
hour, keeping them physically active, happy and healthy!  
 
Don’t let your pup chew on your shoes or furniture. Boost your dogs physical skills and keep his 
teeth clean while playing. Order your FREE Chew Buddy while we still have them in stock! 
Reserve yours now!  
 
Features:  
- Great for dogs of all sizes 
- Ultra-Durable “Chew Proof” Design 
- Keeps dogs stimulated and entertained 
- Helps curb destructive chewing behaviour 
- Slows down fast eaters  
 


